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A Matter of Time

by Gary Carter

he hung an old window on the wall 
& claimed through it 
he could see backward
to time that mattered

ancient glass / wavy & tainted gray
paint blistered & flecked around it
came he claimed from the farmhouse where
he convinced himself he had been happy
when he ran wild & crazy in his grandmama’s dirt yard
bantam rebel / with blood-fed yell
beating back yankees with ball & blade

& bounced on the beat-down-but-dependable tractor 
in steadfast grip of gnarled fingers / one gone missing
as his granddaddy battled ungiving red clay
& made hardscrabble life
render magical

& wandered pine woods & fallow fields
with a drag-belly blue-tick hound / nose down
four-stepping a quick-hop ziggy-zaggy path
from there to nowhere & in between
didn’t matter 
until granddaddy’s shrill whistle criss-crossed acres
beseeching them to supper 
but only after held hands & grace 
in a little kitchen persistently cozy
by recollection
that’s why that hunk of wood & glass
is suspended there
along with what might have been

because he says
over & over
there’s a hole in my heart
needing some abiding light
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Lucinda

by Gary Carter

well, shit, yeah, I been drinking a little bit / some brown liquor / and maybe just a hit or two of pretty decent weed / but that doesn’t have 
anything to do with the fact I just realized / hell / got hit up side the head / that I’m bat-shit crazy over you raggedy voiced alt-country 
queen / poet of my soul / every fucking word a diamond-edged arrow straight to the heart of the matter / your skinny ass in tight jeans big 
heels wild finger-raked hair / 

but those eyes those fucking eyes / they know / they know / and when that buzzing guitar flocks around you / queen bee / drones at your 
service / dripping honey / you rip my heart right out of the frame / and I want to grab you up throw you in my truck haul your bony butt 
halfway across this shit-heeled country to a place where we can stare at soft-edged mountains wearing green against the chill / where 
removed from distraction the words will pour out of you onto paper into four-bar half-notes flying round us like blood-sucking bats / but 
angel you are / my poet / they can’t bring the devil to you because he’s already here / has already enlisted you to make us sell our sorry souls 
to hear you sing / words careening around my skull like / like / hell I don’t know so crazy-ass crazy over you / redneck goddess that all I 
want to do is get on the road punch that muscle-bound v-eight until it banshee screams your name down the blacktop while you moan to 
me from out there / 

ghost with the power to redeem souls / save me my redneck poet / speak the words / weave the spell / sing me that song / soothe my hurting 
heart / one finger / that’s all I need / one finger / touch me / fix me / you can / I know you can .
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